In this paper we introduce a new version of ENO (Essentially NonOscillatory) shock-capturing schemes which we call Weighted ENO. The main new idea is that, instead of choosing the \smoothest" stencil to pick one interpolating polynomial for the ENO reconstruction, we use a convex combination of all candidates to achieve the essentially non-oscillatory property, while additionally obtaining one order of improvement in accuracy. The resulting Weighted ENO schemes are based on cell-averages and a TVD Runge-Kutta time discretization. Preliminary encouraging numerical experiments are given.
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Introduction
In this paper we present a new version of ENO (Essentially Non-Oscillatory) schemes. The cell-average version of ENO schemes originally was introduced and developed by Harten The new ENO schemes which we call the Weighted ENO schemes are based on cell-averages and the TVD Runge-Kutta time discretization.
The only di erence between these schemes and the standard cell-average version of ENO is how we de ne a reconstruction procedure which produces a high-order accurate global approximation to the solution from its given cellaverages. The cell-average version of ENO schemes attempts to avoid growth of spurious oscillations by an adaptive-stencil approach, in which each cell is assigned its own stencil of cells for the purposes of reconstruction. For each cell the cell-average version of ENO schemes selects an interpolating stencil in which the solution is smoothest in some sense. Thus a cell near a discontinuity is assigned a stencil from the smooth part of the solution and a Gibbs-like phenomenon is so avoided (see 5] ). The Weighted ENO schemes developed here follow this basic idea by using a convex combination approach, in which each cell is assigned all corresponding stencils and a convex combination of all corresponding interpolating polynomials on the stencils is computed to be the approximating polynomial. This is done by assigning proper weights to the convex combination. To achieve the essentially non-oscillatory property as the cell-average version of ENO, the Weighted ENO schemes require that the convex combination be essentially a convex combination of the interpolating polynomials on the smooth stencils and that the interpolating polynomials on the discontinuous stencils have essentially no contribution to the convex combination. Thus, as in the cell-average version of ENO schemes, a cell near a discontinuity is essentially assigned stencils from the smooth part of the solution and a Gibbs-like phenomenon is also avoided. In addition to this, the convex combination approach results in cancellation of truncation errors of corresponding interpolating polynomials and improves the order of accuracy by one. Another possible advantage of Weighted ENO is smoother dependence on data which may lessen some of ENO's oscillatory behavior near convergence and may help in getting a convergence proof.
In x2 we introduce some notations and basic notions and give the TVD Runge-Kutta time discretization. In x3 we describe the procedure of reconstruction from given cell averages. In x4 we present some preliminary numerical experiments.
2 Basic Formulation and TVD Runge-Kutta Time Discretization
We consider a hyperbolic conservation law . First of all, from given cell-averages u = f u j g in which u j approximates u j ( ; t), we reconstruct the solution to obtain R(x) = fR j (x)g which is a piecewise polynomial with uniform polynomial degree r ? 1, and in which each R j (x) is a polynomial approximating u(x; t) on I j . We shall show how to obtain R(x) from u = f u j g in x3. Next at each interface x j+ 1 2 , R(x) may have two approximating values R j (x j+ 1 2 ) and R j+1 (x j+ 1 2 ) for u(x j+ 1 2 ; t). We need a two-point Lipschitz monotone uxh( ; ) which is nondecreasing for the rst argument and nonincreasing for the second argument. For high order time discretization, because of (2.10), we need (r + 1)-th order TVD Runge-Kutta time discretizations introduced by Shu and Osher in 3]. We need only to spell out the 3rd and 4th order methods, which will be implemented in our numerical experiments. (1) ) + L j ( u (2) ) u n+1 j = L j ( u (1) ) + 1 6 L j ( u (3) ): To complete the construction of our schemes we form our novel reconstruction procedure.
3 Reconstruction Procedure
Purposes of Reconstruction
In this section we present the reconstruction procedure. The R(x) is required to satisfy (i) In each cell I j , 8x 2 I j and one chosen point x j 2 I j , we have R j (x) = u(x; t) + O(h r ); (3:1a) and R j (x j ) = u(x j ; t) + O(h r+1 ); (3:1b) where (3.1b) will lead to one order of improvement in accuracy, see x3:4 in this paper.
(ii) R(x) has conservation form i.e. 8j 1 h R I j R j (x) dx = u j : (3: 2) (iii) Every R j (x) achieves the \ENO property" which will be speci ed later. 
Interpolation on Each Stencil
. Hence for each stencil S j , we obtain p 0 j (x) approximating u(x; t) on S j and IS j indicating the smoothness of u(x; t) on S j .
In the following subsection, to reconstruct the solution in I j , we shall use r interpolating polynomials fp 0 j+k (x)g r?1 k=0 on the stencils fS j+k g r?1 k=0 , in which all S j+k cover the I j , to obtain a convex combination of them, and we shall explore fIS j+k g r?1 k=0 to assign a proper weight for each of fp 0 j+k (x)g r?1 k=0 in the convex combination for the purposes of reconstruction. ), hence we achieve the purpose of (3.2) Note that no matter how we de ne f j k g r?1 k=0 , R j (x) satis es the purposes of (3.1a) and (3.2).
We specify the \ENO property" of R j (x) by the corresponding f j k g r?1 k=0 . De nition 1: The R j (x) has the \ENO property" if the corresponding f j k g r?1 k=0 satisfy that where C j k = O(1) and C j k > 0 will be de ned later for improvement of accuracy. Note that because IS j+k could be zero and 1=x is too sensitive as x is near zero, we add a small positive number = 10 ?5 in the denominator. Note that if the stencil S j+k is in the smooth regions Hence these f j k g r?1 k=0 (3.9) satisfy the \ENO property" (3.8)(O( r ) O(10 ?10 )). Here we assume there is at least one stencil of fS j+k g r?1 k=0 in the smooth regions.
No matter how we de ne the constants fC j k g r?1 k=0 , we have achieved the purposes of (3.1a), (3.2) and the \ENO property" (3.8). However we shall specify fC j k g r?1 k=0 for (3.1b) which will lead out one order improvement in accuracy in section x3.4, our last purpose of the reconstruction.
For analysis we assume that u(x; t) 2 C r+1 ; (3:10) Thus we obtain that, for one chosen point x j and any other point x 2
x j? 1 2 ; x j+ 1 2 ], de ning C j k by (3.12) gives us E j (x) = O(h r ); (3:14a) and E j (x j ) = O(h r+1 ): (3:14b) Up to now, we have achieved all purposes of reconstruction (3.1a), (3.1b), (3.2) and (3.8).
3.4 One Order Improvement in Accuracy using (3.1b) In this subsection, we shall see how (3.1b) Because sonic points are isolated, in general, we obtain (3.15) in most of the cells and obtain @ @t u j ( ; t) = L j ( u) + O(h r ) in a bounded, in fact small, number of cells near which there are sonic points as h decreases to zero.
Remark 3: We have achieved one order improvement in accuracy. For r = 2 and r = 3, the cost of computing of the Weighted ENO schemes is comparable to (of course a little more expensive than) that of standard ENO schemes (with the same order accuracy) on sequential computers. However on parallel computers, to achieve the same order accuracy, the former schemes are much less expensive than the latter because the latter need more expensive data transport between cells.
Schemes for r = 2
The purpose of the following two subsections x3:5 and x3:6 is to spell out the details of the general schemes for two speci c values of r, perhaps to aid the reader in implemention.
In this subsection, we consider our schemes when r = 2. In this case we use linear interpolation to achieve the \ENO property" and 3rd order accuracy (in our numerical experiments, we achieved 4th order accuracy) with conservation form.
Here we give the reconstruction procedure for r = 2. For each cell I j , we have two stencils S j = (x j? 3.6 Schemes for r = 3 In this subsection, we consider our schemes when r = 3. In this case we use quadratic interpolation to achieve the \ENO property" and 4th order accuracy (in out numerical experiments, we achieved 5th order accuracy) with conservation form.
Here we give out the reconstruction procedure for r = 3. For each I j , we have three stencils S j = (x j? 4 Numerical Experiments
Scalar Conservation Laws
In this subsection we use some model problems to numerically test our schemes. We use the Roe ux with entropy x as numerical ux and choose r = 2 which means we use a linear polynomial to reconstruct the solution, and/or r = 3 which means we use a quadratic polynomial to reconstruct the solution, and we expect to achieve 3rd and 4th order accuracy respectively (at least away from sonic points) according to our analysis in the previous section.
Example 1 Five di erent initial data u 0 (x) are used. The rst one is u 0 (x) = sin( x) and we list the errors at time t = 1 in Table 1 . The second one is u 0 (x) = sin 4 ( x) and we list the errors at time t = 1 in Table 2 . For the rst two initial data, we obtain about 4th (for r = 2) and 5th (for r = 3) order of accuracy respectively in the smooth region in both L 1 and L 1 norms which is surprisingly better than the 3rd and 4-th order, the theoretical results. We note that standard ENO schemes applied to the example with the second initial data experienced an (easily xed) loss of accuracy, and the fth is u 0 (x) = e ?300x 2 : We see the good resolution of the solutions in Figures 1-3 which are obtained by our scheme with r = 3. Linear discontinuities are smeared a bit. We expect to x this in the future using either the subcell resolution technique of Harten 10] or the arti cial compression technique of Yang 11] together with the present technique. , then it develops a moving shock which interacts with a rarefaction wave. Observe that there is a sonic point.
At t = 0:15 the solution is still smooth. We list the errors in Table 3 . Note we also have about 5th (for r = 3) order of accuracy respectively both in L 1 and L 1 norms. the shock just begins to form, at t = 0:55 the interaction between the shock and the rarefaction waves is over, and the solution becomes monotone between shocks. In Figures 4-5 which are obtain by our scheme with r = 3 we can see the excellent behavior of the schemes in both cases. The errors at a distance 0:1 away from the shock (i.e. j x?shock location j 0:1) are listed in Table 4 at t = 0:55. These errors are of same magnitude as the ones in the smooth case of Table 3 and show about 5th (for r = 3) order of accuracy respectively both in L 1 and L 1 in the smooth regions 0:1 away from the shock. This shows that the error propagation of the scheme is still very local. Example 3. we use two nonconvex uxes to test the convergence to the physically correct solutions. The true solutions are obtained from the LaxFriedrichs scheme on a very ne grid. We use our scheme with r = 3 in this example. The rst one is a Riemann problem with the ux f(u) = The two cases we test are (i) u l = 2, u r = ?2, Figure 6 ; (ii) u l = ?3, u r = 3, In this example, we observe convergence with good resolution to the entropy solutions in both cases.
In all the examples that we have illustrated above, we observe that the schemes are of about 4th (for r = 2) and 5th (for r = 3) order of accuracy respectively and convergent with good resolution to the entropy solutions.
Euler Equations of Gas Dynamics
In this subsection we apply our schemes to the Euler equation of gas dynamics for a polytropic gas, u t + f(u) x = 0 u = ( ; m; E) T f(u) = qu + (0; P; qP) T P = ( ? 1)(E ? Example 5. In this example we shall test the accuracy of our schemes (r = 3) for the Euler equation of gas dynamics for a polytropic gas. We choose initial data as = 2+sin( x), m = 2+sin( x) and E = 2+sin( x), and periodic boundary condition. The true solution was obtained by applying the schemes to a very ne grid. For time t = 1 when shocks haven't formed, our schemes achieve 5th (r = 3) order accuracy in all three components, see Table 5 . We can also see the solution for time t = 1 in Figure 11 . which we used originally. Both functions work well, however the latter one leads to a smoother (C 1 vs. Lipschitz) numerical ux which may be helpful for steady state convergence or convergence proof.
